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Patient Access Service Representative 
Unit Specific Orientation Checklist 

 
Name:___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Date of Hire:____________________ Date of Central Services Orientation:__________________ 
 
Job Title:_____________________________ Department:________________________________ 
 
Facility:          Kern Medical   o Out Patient Clinic    Pre-Service                
 

   New Hire     30 Day     90 Day       Annual 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Departmental / On Unit  
Orientation Checklist 

Task Skill 
Level & 

Method of 
Evaluation 

Preceptor 
Initials 

Employee 
Initials 

Date 

Departmental Organization -     
Patient registration services at Kern Medical     
Patient registration services at the Out Patient Clinics     
Patient registration services at Pre-Service     

             Remote registration service areas      
 Revenue Cycle overview (bed control, HIS, PFS & CM)     
Departmental Staff Scheduling -     

Submitting requests for Paid Time Off (PTO) solicited & non-solicited     
Submitting requests to trade out a shift by mutual consent     
Submitting a completed electronic time card vs payroll edit log     
Review HR/Unit Specific Time & Attendance Policy     
Flexing due to low volumes     
Premium Pay (on-call, call back, overtime, etc.)     

Departmental Dress Code -     
Uniform  apparel must be worn during working hours     
Employee ID badge  includes safety info      
Review of appropriate footwear     

             Personal Hygiene (hair styles, finger nails, perfumes, etc.)     
             Body Art (piercings and tattoos)     
Departmental Communication -     

Daily & Weekly Huddles     
1:1 individual meetings with supervisors/manager     
Huddle Binder     

             Bulletin Boards      
             E-mails     
             Cell Phone Usage     
Departmental Quality Improvement -     

Customer Service  OP patient wait times < 10 minutes     
Customer Service  (AIDET) Helpfulness of Registration Person  
> 95% (Press Gainey) 

    

Follow up by Health Benefit Advisors > 90% (EZ Cap)     
             Registration Accuracy > 95%  (AccuReg)     
             Upfront Cash Collections 100% of goal  (DivDat)     

TASK/SKILL LEVEL  
(See back page for additional explanation of skills) 
Level 1 – Novice 
Level 2 – Advanced Beginner 
Level 3 – Competent 
Level 4 – Proficient 
Level 5 - Expert 
 

METHOD(S) OF EVALUATION: 
 
(O)bservation/(V)erbal 
(NA) Not applicable 
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Departmental Skills -     
Access to Bed Control information system (OBS vs Admission)     
Overview  & processing of Order Notifications for admission      
Process IP Admission ( Direct vs. ER/OP/ SDS)     
Assignment of appropriate accommodation & hospital service codes     
Process Maternity admission, including normal newborn, NICU & 
multiple birth admissions. Process for Home Undelivered  

    

Process SDS (including IVR & endoscopic procedures)     
Overview of Surgery Scheduling & HPP     
Process CLI registration      
Process registration (ICC, ERQ, ERR, ERS, IPP, IPJ)     
Process Observation status registration      

             Process for Psych registration     
             Processes payment transactions per internal control guidelines 
(uses appropriate receipts, credit card terminals & cash drawer balancing)      

    

             Explains hospital payment assistance options & credit policies     
             Process manual registration & post incident data entry/recovery      
Documentation/Forms-     
              Access to STAR collection notes to edit/enter comments     
              Conditions of Admission      
              Advanced Directives     
              HIPAA Notice of Privacy Practice     
              HIPAA related forms     
              Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP)     
              Advance Beneficiary Notice (ABN)     
              Important Message from Medicare     
              Lifetime Reserve Days Letter – Case Management     

 Forms Fast – Pulling documentation     
              E-signature     
Computer -     
             STAR/HPP/OPEN VISTA Overview     

DIVDAT     
             AccuReg     
             FORMS FAST     
             SafeChx     
             On-line insurance verification (vendor vs. call center routines)     

Kern Medical Intranet     
Groupwise (Email)     
Other-     

Equipment -      
             Lucent Tech/Avaya Telephone System     
             Ultrex Copier     

IPad/Surface Pros     
             HP printers     
             JB Dev     
             SnapScan/Canon Scanners     
             SafeChx finger scanner      

Zebra ID band printer     
             Canon Fax machine     
             Intercom     

Dymo Label writer     
Tangent workstation on wheels     
Cisco Telephones HCIN (Health Care Interpreter Network)     

Department Competencies     
Department Policies -     
   Access to Intranet     
   PAC-IM-401 Emergency Room Registration     
   PAC-IM-432 Trauma Registration     
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   PAC-IM-418 Pre-registration/Registration for Surgery     
   PAC-IM-419 Pre-registration Obstetric Patients     
   PAC-IM-416 Registration for Outpatient Clinics & Diagnostic Testing     
   PAC-IM-421 Pre-registration Authorization/Scheduling     
   PAC-IM-985 Orders for Outpatient Tests & Services     
   PAC-IM-965 Patient Rights     
   PAC-IM-970 Important Message from Medicare     
   PAC-IM-975 Notice of Privacy Practices     
   PAC-IM-980 Medical Necessity Verification (ABN)     
   PAC-IM-403 Referral Self Pay for Medi-cal Application     
   PAC-IM-404 Insurance Verification     
 
 
I accept responsibility to provide care and services according to our policies of patient confidentiality and privacy. 
 
 
Employee Signature: ________________________________________Date: ______________________ 
 
 
Preceptor Signature: ________________________________________Date: ______________________ 
 
 

To be completed and returned to Unit Supervisor upon completion of department orientation checklist. 
 

Unit Supervisors – 
 

Employees: Please place original in Employee’s Shadow File. 
 

 
Model of Competency Skills: 

• Stage 1: Novice  

Beginners have had no experience of the situations in which they are expected to perform. Novices are taught 
rules to help them perform. The rules are context-free and independent of specific cases; hence the rules 
tend to be applied universally. The rule-governed behavior typical of the novice is extremely limited and 
inflexible. As such, novices have no "life experience" in the application of rules.  
"Just tell me what I need to do and I'll do it."  

• Stage 2: Advanced Beginner  
Advanced beginners are those who can demonstrate marginally acceptable performance, those who have 
coped with enough real situations to note, or to have pointed out to them by a mentor, the recurring 
meaningful situational components. These components require prior experience in actual situations for 
recognition. Principles to guide actions begin to be formulated. The principles are based on experience.  

• Stage 3: Competent  
Competence, typified by the employee who has been on the job in the same or similar situations two or three 
years, develops when the employee begins to see his or her actions in terms of long-range goals or plans of 
which he or she is consciously aware. For the competent employee, a plan establishes a perspective, and the 
plan is based on considerable conscious, abstract, analytic contemplation of the problem. The conscious, 
deliberate planning that is characteristic of this skill level helps achieve efficiency and organization. The 
competent employee lacks the speed and flexibility of the proficient employee but does have a feeling of 
mastery and the ability to cope with and manage the many contingencies of patient registration. The 
competent employee does not yet have enough experience to recognize a situation in terms of an overall 
picture or in terms of which aspects are most salient, most important.  
 

• Stage 4: Proficient  
The proficient performer perceives situations as wholes rather than in terms of chopped up parts or aspects, 
and performance is guided by maxims. Proficient employees understand a situation as a whole because they 
perceive its meaning in terms of long-term goals. The proficient employee learns from experience what typical 
events to expect in a given situation and how plans need to be modified in response to these events. The 
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proficient employee can now recognize when the expected normal picture does not materialize. This holistic 
understanding improves the proficient employee’s decision making; it becomes less labored because the 
employee now has a perspective on which of the many existing attributes and aspects in the present situation 
are the important ones. The proficient employee uses maxims as guides which reflect what would appear to 
the competent or novice performer as unintelligible nuances of the situation; they can mean one thing at one 
time and quite another thing later. Once one has a deep understanding of the situation overall, however, the 
maxim provides direction as to what must be taken into account. Maxims reflect nuances of the situation.  

• Stage 5: The Expert  
The expert performer no longer relies on an analytic principle (rule, guideline, maxim) to connect her or his 
understanding of the situation to an appropriate action. The expert employee, with an enormous background 
of experience, now has an intuitive grasp of each situation and zeroes in on the accurate region of the 
problem without wasteful consideration of a large range of unfruitful, alternative diagnoses and solutions. The 
expert operates from a deep understanding of the total situation. The chess master, for instance, when asked 
why he or she made a particularly masterful move, will just say: "Because it felt right; it looked good." The 
performer is no longer aware of features and rules;' his/her performance becomes fluid and flexible and highly 
proficient. This is not to say that the expert never uses analytic tools. Highly skilled analytic ability is 
necessary for those situations with which the nurse has had no previous experience. Analytic tools are also 
necessary for those times when the expert gets a wrong grasp of the situation and then finds that events and 
behaviors are not occurring as expected when alternative perspectives are not available to the clinician, the 
only way out of a wrong grasp of the problem is by using analytic problem solving.  

 
SOURCE: KERN MEDICAL CENTER, BAKERSFIELD, CA 
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